
Making a Slot

Narrow notch in thick balsa
is better made with a file

Part 25 - More on joint
making

Figure 12.14
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Mark notch slotting file
Sawcut down Use V-notch to
centreline centre slotting file

Make V-notch
with square fife

Notched joints
Where spars fit into wing ribs, and longerons and stringers into fuselage
formers (Fig. 12.12), notched joints are typical. Each notch should be cut
to the exact size and shape of the member that is to go in it, to give the
same degree of tightness as that of a square strut fllted between twO
[ongerons. The notch should hold the member in place, but not so tightly
that the member Dr the sides Df the nDtch are crushed, as this will weaken
the structure, [f a strut is crushed around a narrDW area, it becDmes prDne
to breakage at that pDint because the ~xtemal layers Df fibres are broken
and tine cross-section of the strut is effectively reduced,

Cutting a notch in balsa needs to be dDne with due regard to tine grain Df
the surrounding WDDd[Fig. 12.13). Balsa, especially in light, tlnin sheet
fDrm, is weak across tine grain, and careless cutting will lead to pieces at
the outside CDrners Df the nDtches breaking Dff, This tendency can be
reduced by letting a [ittle thin cyanoacrylate soak into the areas at risk
befDre cutting, always cutting from the Dutside edge Df a notch towards me
bottom, and never forcing the knife into tine balsa, If one side is more at risk
than the Dther, cut the safer side first to relieve the sideways pressure Dn
tine blade when making the second cut, thus reducing the chance of break
ing Dff tine area at risk,

Narrow notches may sometimes be formed by slotting with a file rather
than by cutting, particularly when the widtln Df the SIDt is less man me m,c','
ness Df the balsa (Fig. 12.14, A), and much the same consideratiDns
apply regarding attention to the local shape and grain direction. Risk Df
breakage can be minimised by using a fairly fine-cut file, and not applying wo
much·pressure, If YDUare dubiDus about getting the slot SpDt Dn, a sawcut
made dDwn tine centreline Df the intended slDt [Fig, 12.14, B) will help W

guide the file. If the notch is started with the corner of a square file, the V
formed may be used to IDeate the edge of tine slotting file mDre accurar.ely.
If many identical nDtches are to be made (e,g, as when a wing spar is slot-
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Not this

Gap

Fuselage

Wrap tails of tape with
at least 1 1/2 turns

Stretch masking tape over
one piece onto other

Q-

Making a Face Joint Fit

This might do

Stretch second strip of
masking tape over first

Pin pieces together with
at least four pins placed
symmetrically

Keep checking ....

Figure 12.16

This won't fit ....
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Figure 12.17 Holding a Face Joint Closed

.Masking tape shown very thick and
in ,different colours to distinguish layers.

centre remaining flat, and the doming may not be symmetrical.
When the fit is satisfactory, the surfaces may need preparation before

glue is applied. If planning to use epoxy, it's a good idea to provide some
additional key by scratching or stabbing the surfaces to produce grooves or
holes into which the epoxy can be forced when being spread. If it's just
wood-to-wood, then given a good enough fit I use PVA or cyano.

Spread PVA or epoxy on one surface and bring the pieces together; take
them apart again and you will see where good contact is made from the
glue trensferred. If it's poor, more work may be needed, and this will be diffi
cult if epoxy has been used because it's not that easy to remove, whereas
most of the PVA could be wiped off with a damp cloth. Assuming the con
tact area is adequate, re-fit the pieces and rub together. Now arises the
problem of how to keep them tightly together during setting time.

A Simple Slotting Jig

~
I

I
I It I

b t

Figure 12.15

red for ribs to drop into the slots]. a few minutes spent making a simple jig
(Fig. 12.15) will be repaid by making the process easier and ensuring con
sistency of dimensions and of spacing, if constant. The whole thing is made
from a few small pieces of 1/16" ply, and by the addition of extra slots
(numbered 4 in the illustration] can be used for different spacings for slots
of a given depth and width. Variations can be made for wider notches by
adjusting the thickness of part 2 and the width of slot 4.

Method of Use
Make first slot
Hold jig against wood with part 2 in slot

and part 3 flat on top edge
File through 4 to make next slot
Move jig to put part 2 in new slot
ConUnue until complete
Can be used either hand

Face joints
This is a term I use for large-area butt joints, such as might be used for
attaching a noseblock to the front former in a fuselage, and this is the
example used in the following. The problems these joints present are in getrq a good contact over the full area of the mating surfaces, and holding

joint tightly closed while the glue sets.
It will often be the case that the front former and the back face of the

noseblock will have to be sanded flat; there may be the ends of longerons
protruding in front of the former, and usually these must be taken back
flush with the face before a noseblock can be attached. This may not seem
difficult, but it is very easy when sanding a surface an inch or two across to
introduce a little convexity on it. The surface is not big enough to keep the
sanding block level, and it only needs to rock a bit at the edges to produce
a shallow dome, and exactJythe same is true of the back face of the nose
block. Admittedly, if the noseblock has been shaped correctly on an already
flat back surface, then nothing should need doing to it, but this is not
always so, and sometimes it too finishes up slightly domed. If you find your
self with two convex surfaces to butt together, you can keep trying to flatten
them but it's a bit like trying to ne-cut table legs all to the same length, and
you can finish up removing so much material that you really should start
again. A bench-mounted disc or belt sander, if you can run to one, with a
means of preventing the workpiece from moving, will produce perfectly flat
surfaces, but not everyone has one.

In this situation my solution is purposely to make one of the surfaces
slightly convex, usually the back of the noseblock (Fig. 12.18), as the fuse
lag'" forme~ is often of ply and more drfficult to work. With a riffler or other
rounded abrasive tool, remove the surface starting in the centre and work
ing outwards, leaving no more than 1/4" untouched round the edges.
Keep trying the two pieces together until they make contact without rock
ing, and then if there is a significant gap round the edges take a little off the
inside edge of the untouched peripheral strip. If that doesn't improve mat
ters, than some more material nearer the centre needs taking off, but
beware of creating a large void inside, as this will reduce the gluing area.
Some guide to the shape required may be gained by laying a straightedge
across the fac", of the former; it may be only the edges are domed with the
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Figure 12.19 Trimming Sheets for Joining

Laying Out Sheets for JoiningFigure 12.18

If there is a suitable opening in the fuselage than it may be simply a mat
ter of applying a clamp, one leg behind the former and the othe~ with suit
able packing and protection, on the front of the noseblock. If not, then
masking tape and pins will be helpful. Push at least four pins at an angle
through the back edges of the noseblock to hold it against sliding or twist
ing; stretch a length of masking tape symmetrically over the front of the
block and stick it onto the fuselage; try to get at least four inches of tape
behind the noseblock. Stretch another piece over that, at right-angles to it,
similarly stuck to the fuselage. To prevent the annoying habit of some mask
ing tape peeling off unprepared wood as soon as your back is turned, wrap
a length right round the fuselage over the tails of the first two pieces, and
make sure it overlaps itself by a good margin and is well stuck down (Fig.
12.171.

Alternatively, the joint may be locked in place with cyano, if there are a few
spots where really good contact is made. When spreading the main adhe
sive, keep it clear of these spots. On any that are not at the edges, place a
spot of slow-setting medium or thick cyano, and press the pieces together,
putting a drop of thin quick-setting cyano on the identified contact spots
round the edges while keeping the parts correctly positioned. As soon as
this cyano sets, the hold may be released; the cyano will lock the parts in
place giving the primary adhesive ample time to form a good bond. The
technique of using cyano like this is known as 'cyano pinning' and is applica
ble in many situations. Depending on the structure on which it is used, it
sometimes enables it to be handled and worked on immediately, without the
inconvenience of clamps, tape or pins getting in the way.

Edge-to-edge sheet joints .
The need to join sheets of balsa edge-to-edge crops up fairly frequently.
Wide pieces are needed for wing skins and sometimes for fuselage sides,
and balsa wider than four inches is as rere as hen's teeth. Sheets are in
principle easy to join, but occasionally a badly cut or twisted one causes
problems. The main faults that occur are wavy edges and lateral bowing of
the sheet, both of which make for poor joints. Sometimes these conditions
will be obvious, or may be so slight that they are difficult to detect unless
you sight down the edge of the sheet, or hold a straightedge along it with a
light behind so that any gaps become more apparent. Other much less fre
quent problems are that the edge of a sheet may not be cut square to the
face, the sheet may taper in thickness across its width, or the whole may
be the wrong thickness.

The first step is to select the sheets to be joined, matching them as close
ly as possible for density and picking those with the straightest grain. Make
sure they are all the same thickness, and check the edges for straightness.
I generally assume that the edges will not be perfect, and almost always
trim them regardless, so in working out how many sheets I need to achieve
the required width I work on each sheet being 1/S" narrower than nominal.
Before trimming any imperfect edges, examine each sheet and mark the
face that is less good, if there is one. This face, perhaps scored or pitted,
or marked in some other way, will become the inside face of the finished
sheet. Layout the sheets edge to edge, woree face upwards, and check
that there is no detectable difference in thickness between the sheets at

each pair of matching edges. Then number them o~ easier, mark a diago
nalline across the full width of the assembly (Fig. 12.18), so as to be able
to reassemble th;:;:TI in the right order after trimming: use a marker such
as a felt-tip pen that will not score the balsa, as any scoring across the
grain will weaken it.

Take two adjacent sheets, and bring one inverted on top of the other, with
the edges to be joined as close together as possible (Fig. 12.19, Al. Don't
turn the first sheet endways, just roll it over onto the second, keeping the
ends where they were. Using a long straightedge, trim the edge of both
sheets together (Fig, 12,19, Bl, taking off no more than is necessary to
get a good straight edge over the full length of both sheets, and making the
cut as near vertical as possible. Put the first sheet back and repeat with
the second sheet similarly over the third, and trim their mating edges like
wise: continue down the set until all mating edges have been trimmed. This
sequence of inverting and trimming ensures that any angle that has been
cut on the edges will match precisely when the sheets are put back in pos~

tion (Fig. 12.201, besides ensuring that each edge is deadstraighF,so tIlat
good contect is made over the whole joint ..

Next a decision must be made on which adhesive to use. If the sheeta are
to be steamed or soaked to enable them to be moulded, then the adhesive
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Figure 12.24

Figure 12.23

made with balsa cement, not just in edge-to-edge sheet joints.
For the third method, put two sheets on the bench worse side up. Holding

them tightly together as if joining with cyano, run a strip of masking tape the
full length of the joint (Fig- 12.23). Turn them over, let the joint open with
the masking tape acting as a hinge, and run a thin bead of adhesive along
the edge of one sheet. Put the sheets flat on the bench better side up, and
press down 50 that firm contact is made all along the joint. Remove excess
adhesive as before, and stretch strips of masking tape across the joint
every three or four inches so as to pull the sheets together and keep the
joint tight. Don't put on too much tension or the joint will form a shallow V
and this may remain in the finished article, leaving a ridge on the other
face. At this stage, it can be left to set, pinned or weighted down if desired,
or the next sheets can be joined in similar fashion. If this latter is the strate
gy adopted, then it is best to apply full-length strips of masking tape to all
the joints before gluing and closing each one. The long strips of masking
tape prevent any glue from leaking out underneath, 50 it is not necessary to
employ any other protection against the assembly sticking to the bench.

The most difficult part of the last two methods is rur",ing a thin bead of
glue evenly along the narrow edge of a sheet of balsa. ,l\1leasy solution to
this is at hand if the adhesive is in a container witll a rair'ly long and narrow
spout, onto the end of which a short length of thin wil'e or a pin can be
attached so that it projects for half an inch or so (Fig, 12,24). Suitable fix
ings are adhesive tape, or - much better - a length or r1exiblebut firm tubing
pushed onto the spout. Tioe wire can be slid along the corner of tile edge
and will.keep the end of I.\,;" nozzle from wandering. I claim no credit for this
idea, it's something I picked up from a magazine yeal's a~JofJ!ld have used
successfully ever since,

When the sheets are joined and the glue fully dry, any ridges along the
joint lines can be removed, most of them hopefully being on the worse side.
This is done best with the sheets laid flat on the bench and supported over

Squeeze joint closed and pin
second sheet to bench

/'~

Figure 12.22
~. Joining Sheets Pinned to the Bench

must be waterproof: cyano and balsa cement are suitable, and there are
Someother slower-setting adhesives such as polyurethane (PU) wood glue
t~at will do: Epoxy and polyester resins are also waterproof, but rather
heavyand difficult to work with on narrow edges without getting excess all
overthe surfaces, and I would avoid using them for this task. If the sheets
are to remain dry, then PVA would be my preference. Having chosen the
adhesive.there are at least three ways to glue the sheets together to get a
goodjoint.

Firstly,if you wish to use thin cyano to gee a quick result, a joint can be
gluedwith the two sheets fiat on the bench merely by squeezing them
together and running cyano into the joint for an inch or so either side of
where the pressure is applied (Fig. 12,211, then moving along and repeat
Ing the process until the whole joint is completed. However, you should be
aware that there is likely to be a hard ridge formed along the joint which
can be qUite tricky to remove cleanly without marring the surface, and this
can occur on both surfaces if too much cyano is used. To minimise this
effect. have the worse side uppermost while gluing. Beware of gluing the
side of your hand to the wood, as thin cyano may run along the joint by cap
Illaryaction and catch you out. Cyano running through the joint may also
gluethe sheets to the bench, 50 the process should be performed over
some thin polythene, or with the joint over a strip of transparent adhesive
tape or brown parcel tape stuck to the bench. The sheets may still stick to
this. but usually crack off easily when a blunt knife blade is slid beneath
•.•lem

The second method entails pinning the first sheet to the bench (Fig.
12.22), again with something beneath the joint line to prevent the assem
blyfrom sticking. Pins should be placed fairly close to the joint to prevent it
from bending up under the pressure, and put in at different angles to stop
the whole assembly from lifting or sliding. Run a thin bead of adhesive along
the mating edge of the second sheet: holding it hard against the first, press
the"'-"", tightly closed [a short stretch at a time) and immediately remove
any ~,.;ess glue that is squeezed out. Insert a line of pins in the second
sheet near the joint, again working on short lengths. PVA and PU can be
wiped off with a damp cloth, but of course the underside of the assembly is
not accessible for this, 50 when employing this method the worse side of
the sheets should be underneath. PU expands as it sets, and may still pro
duce a ridge of dried glue, but this is quite brittle and can be sanded off
easily.If a third sheet is to be attached, pin the open edge of the second
sheet before gluing and fixing the third as above. The assembly must
remain in place until the adhesive has set fully, and with some PU adhesives
rllls can take several hours. Some PVA will be set sufficiently to unpin and
!llQve the assembly within a relatively short time, though it may be rather
ionger before it can be worked on.

If balsa cement is used, then the best joint will be obtained by the tech
nique known as 'double cementing'. This entails first coating a mating sur
face with cement, then rubbing the joint to get a thin and eV8n coating on
both faces, as well as to force the cement into the grain, and Chenpulling
the loint apart and leaVing it open. When the cement is dry, anot11erthin
coat is applied and rubbed, but this time the joint is held shut while it sets.
The process more or less dictates that only one joint is made at a time,
and neither sheet can be pinned down until they are put together for the
second time. Double cementing should be employed an all high-stress joints
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The Square Finger Joint

Figure 12.28

Figure 12.27

tions on the Scarff joint mentioned earlier. The balsa needed to make a 6"
extension will have to be longer than that by the length of the fingers, plus
an allowance for contingency, and to retain maximum strength the Scarft
joint ratio of length to width must be at least 5: 1. Thus, to extend a 3" wide
sheet using a single finger, the piece needed must be longer than the
required extension by at least 7.1/2 " (i.e, 5 x 1.1/2 "): if two fingers are
used per 3" of width, this extra reduces to 3.3/4", saving some wood but
requiring a little more work to produce. If a series of joined sheets are to be
extended as shown, this is best done after they are joined, but if it is pre
ferred to do it before. then the individual sheets should be extended before
their edges are trimmed and matched in case there is a slight error in line
up resulting in a bent edge.

The joint appears difficult to produce accurately, but this is not 50. using a
technique similar to that of trimming for edge-to-edge joining. Lay the exten
sion piece on top of the main piece, and pin through them both onto the
bench 50 that they are held firmly, with an overlap marginally greater than
the length of the fingers to be cut. Mark the fingers on the extension piece.
and cut through both sheets together; this way, if a slight angle is produced
on the cut edge both pieces will still match perfectly. Remove the pins, dis
card the waste. and dry-fit the joint to make sure there are no gaps and
that the edges of the sheets remain in a straight line [test against a
straight-edge]; pin back and re-cut if the joint is unsatisfactory - hence the
contingency allowance. Glue the edges of one piece and press the two
together, taking care that both remain firmly in contact with the bench 50
there are no raised edges, and that protection is beneath to prevent the,
assembly from being stuck down. Remove excess glue, and hold the joint
closed with pins or tape as preferred if quick-setting glue is not employed.

An alternative is the square finger joint (Fig. 12.27}. This is far less
preferable for joining wing skins because the ends of the fingers are plain
butt joints, but has occasional application in other areas where stresses are
lower. It can be cut and joined using the same techniques as for the angled
version. and wastes a little less wood.

Lower pattern is stronger because length: width
ratio of fingers is greater

Central core

of 1132" birch ply
(grain lengthways)

-

Figure 12.26 The Angled Finger Joint
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End-to-end sheet joints
Besides needing to join sheets edge-to-edge, sometimes they must be
joinedend-to-end, for example to make a skin for a wing that spans more
than the longest balsa to hand. Wings are subjected to high stresses in
flight, and often the skin provides much of the bending resistance, so it is

/""\ imperativethat it is as strong as possible. It needs to be stronger towards
the root, as more of the flight loads are taken inboard rather than out
board,so any joints should be placed as far outboard as possible. An ordi
narybutt joint will not suffice for this purpose, so any such extensions
shouldbe joined using finger joints (sometimes called comb joints]. The best
form is an angled finger joint (Fig. 12.2S}, more or less a series of varia-

t- About 4" - t- About4" - t
Cut into four pieces and discard ends with holes in,

or keep them and make a longer one that can be hung up

The Completed Sander

their whole area. Any ridges that can be felt with the fingertips should be
removed with a sanding block laid flat on the sheet, and used with a mini
mum of pressure so as not to remove any wood from the face - though this
is easier said than done. The best tool I have found for this job is a home
made device consisting of two identical pieces cut from a Sandvik sanding
plate with a self-adhesive back, stJJckeach side of a piece of 1/32" ply (Fig.
12.25}. These plates measure just less than 10" x 1.5", and are of thin
black metel, patterned with a series of small sharp pimples. They come in
three grades of roughness, and I have found the finest grade to be most
suitable. Held down with two fingertips and rubbed across the ridges. this
sander takes off only the material from the ridge and leaves the face virtJJa~
Iy unmarked. When the ridge is completely gone the plate skates across
the surface, the difference in resistance being very noticeable. The tool is
excellent for removing high spots on many surfaces. especially for levelling
filler. Used with more pressure it is a very effective sanding device, retaining
a degree of flexibility due to its thin ply core.

Figure 12.25
A Very Useful Home-made Sander

Self-adhesive metal sanding plate



Mortise joints
A mortise joint is one where the end of one piece, usually reduced in size
and known as a tenon. fits into a socket - a mortise - in the other (Fig.
12.29, AI. Very rarely. a stopped or blind mortise is used (Fig. 12.29, B).
There are few situations where a mortise joint is required, one of the most
typical being for joining two pieces of sheet at right-angles. for example
when fitting a fin onto a tailplane (Fig. 12.29, Cl: on larger ones two or
more tenons may be required. and it should be obvious that these must be
parallel to each other or insertion will be difficult. When mortises are cut
across the grain of a piece. they should be no wider than is necessary to
achieve a firm and strong joint: a long cross-grain slot. especially in a
tailplane. will introduce considerable weakness.

, The strength of finger joints can be improved if the fingers are arranged
~ so that they are glued near their ends onto parts of the strucU.Jrebeneath

the skin. For example. in the case of a wing skin. arranging the position and
length of the fingers so that they more than span the gap between two ribs
provides additional support and resistance to separation (Fig. 12.28, AI; if
the fingers can be supported on more than two ribs. so much the better.
With support fnom the underlying structure, the length to width ratio of the
fingers can be reduced slightly beyond the recommended minimum 5: 1
value, especially if the joint is in a position of comparatively low stress such
as very close to the tip of the wing. On wing skins particularly. it is a good
idea to arrange the vertical pairs of fingers in the upper and lower skins to
point in opposite directions (Fig. 12.28, BI. so that there are no joint lines
running contiguously on both .

The particular problems posed by this type of joint lie in preparing the mOf'o
tise and tenon to be a precise fit, and in getting the area surrounding the
tenon to be smooth. flat, and at the correct angle. In the fin-tailplane joint,
for example, the base edge of the fin must be square to the face and pef'o
pendicular to the sides of the tenons, and all segments of the base must be
on the same line or there will be gaps between the fin and the tailplane,
resulting in a bad joint and leaving only the tenons to hold the structure
together. If the tailplane has been shaped to an aenofoil section the prepara
tion of the fin base to be an accurate match can be even more testing.

Achieving a good level of precision in preparing a tenoned fin. especially
one with multiple tenons, can be a laborious job, but rather than cutting the
tenons and then working the bottom edge of the fin into shape. there is an
easier way. First make the fin without tenons and finish the bottom edge to
fit the tailplane (Fig. 12.30, AI, then cut separate tenons fnom strip balsa
of the same thickness as the fin and make matching cut-outs in the bottom
edge (Fig. 12.30, Bl. and a better result will be obtained. To improve the
joint strength the tenons should be let in with angled finger joints as used
for joining sheet end-to-end. Using bought strip enables balsa a little harder
than that of the fin and tailplane to be used to increase the strength further.
and more or less guarantees that the edges of the tenons are squa~ to
their faces. The fin can be used as a template to mark the mortise posi
tions accurately onto the tailplane before gluing the tenons into it (Fig.
'12.30, Cl. and a length of the tenon strip, carefully centred. is ideal for
marking out the mortises at the correct width.

When the mortises are cut. it is obviously best if they are done with verti
cal sides, but if a small angle is pnoduced any gaps can be packed with thin
wedges of hard balsa to ensure the joints are tight. taking care to ensure
that the angle between fin and tailplane remains correct. To prevent a tenon
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from pulling out of a mortise, you can adopt the practice sometimes used in
carpentry. The ends or sides of the mortise are made to splay out a little
fnom the entry side, and after the tenon is inserted wedges are driven into
slots cut in it so it spreads. the end thus becoming too wide to pull back
through (Fig. 12.31). Provided the wedges are no longer than the slots
this method can be applied even on a blind mortise by putting the wedges
just far enough into the slots to be gripped without splaying the tenon
before it is pressed into the mortise; as it is pushed home, the wedges are
forced into the slots. Wedging works really well only when both pieces of
wood are hard (spruce, ply, etc), as balsa will crush when the wedges are
inserted and so the effectiveness is lessened .•

Mortise Joints
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